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Piano Department faces the loss of three faculty members
Deborah Nixon
Staff Writer

The Lawrence piano department
will have a huge turnover in fac-

ulty in the upcoming school year.
Three faculty members announced
their resignations last month:
Michael Kim, Kyung Kim and Dmitri
Novgorodsky.
Dr. Michael Kim, Associate
Professor of Music and Keyboard
Department Chair, will be moving
to Manitoba, Canada, and assuming
the position of Dean of the School of
Music and Piano Professor at Brandon
University. He states that his duties
will include overseeing a total of 31
full-time professors, an annual budget of about 3.5 million, and teaching and performing. His past administrative experience, gained over
his twelve years at Lawrence, stems
from a stint as Faculty Associate
to the President and as Chair of
the Keyboard Department. "My experiences at Lawrence as a teacher
and administrator were profoundly

transformative, and I am very grateful to Lawrence for all that it has
given me," Kim commented.
Michael Kim's wife, Dr. Kyung
Kim, will also be joining the faculty of Brandon University
as Adjunct Professor of
Piano and Chamber Music.
For the past eight years,
she held the position of
Collaborative Pianist and
Coach at Lawrence, worked
with numerous students
and faculty, taught applied
piano and coached chamber music.
"The best part about
my job is working and performing with the students-I
often perform with them
in their graduating recitals,
and to be part of something
that is one of the pinnacles
of their Lawrence experience is very joyful and rewarding,"
she stated.
Mr.
Dmitri Novgorodsky,
Assistant Professor of Music, will be
moving to New York City to pursue

"personal and professional projects my students in lessons help me as a
that require my physical presence performer more than long hours of
there." He has taught at Lawrence for my own practicing on the piano. On
the past six years, after teaching at the other hand, it would be hard for
the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh me to teach playing the piano with- - - - - - - - out professionally doing
it myself on a regular
basis."
Novgorodsky added:
"Lawrence students are
an incredible bunch of
individuals: each one is
a story and a character, and I think these
multiple opportunities
for personal interactions between faculty
and students enrich the
educational process at
Lawrence and are what
uniquely distinguishes
this institution from the
Photo b);;;...
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n others. I would like 'to
thank both the faculty
and Grand Valley State University in and the students for inspiring me
Michigan. Following in his parents' to follow their models and to work
footsteps, Novgorodsky decided to constantly on trying to be a better
become a music professor, com- teacher and performer during my
menting, "Many things I discuss with years here."

With the resignations of these
faculty members, the administration has been scrambling to find
professors for the next school year.
Fortunately, Catherine Kautsky has
been appointed a Piano Professor and
Chair of the Keyboard Department.
She currently holds the same position at University of Wisconsin in
Madison. Before her six years in
Madison, she was a piano professor
at Lawrence from 1987-2002.
Robert · Thayer, Dean of the
Conservatory, stated that Kautsky
"brings many strengths as an artist
performer and a teacher committed
to the kind of musical and intellectual breadth that is so much a
part of Lawrence's educational philosophy. For this reason and because
we wanted to solidify our staffing
as quickly as possible we invited
Professor Kautsky to return to
Lawrence, and to everyone's delight
she has accepted! Because we knew
more about her than we could posSee Piano Faculty on page 4

Gladych awarded fourth Fulbright LUCC evaluates SOCs
Dylan Reed-Maxfield
Sta ff \\ntcr

When senior Katie Gladych first
came to Lawrence as a music major,
she knew she wanted to study abroad
during college. She wasn't sure
where at first, but ended up going
to Vienna, Austria during the fall of
her junior year. Now a German and
government double major, Gladych
is preparing to return to the historic
city ne,'Xt fall . This time she'll go as
a Fulbright scholar, having recently
received a $15,--100 fellowship to
teach English for a full school year in
a Viennese secondary school.
Originally attracted to Vienna
by the opportunities it offers music
students from around the world,
Gladych was also quickly drawn in
by the city's culture.

"I really just fell in love with
[Vienna] right away," she said of her
2006 e>.'Perience there.
Gladych knew she wanted to find
a way to go back, and a program
through the Austrian-American
Educational Commission provided
her with an opportunity to do so.
The Austrian-American Educational
Commission is a division of the
Fulbright Program, which was established by Congress in 1946 with the
aim of improving "mutual understanding between the people of the
United States and the peoples of
other countries."
After traveling to Austria at the
end of September for a week-long
orientation and training, Gladych
will teach from October through May
2009. Students in the school where
she will teach range from grades
five to 12, and consequently will

have many different levels of English
proficiency.
Gladych began taking German
classes at Lawrence the year before
she studied abroad, and said that
the small size of the German department at Lawrence was an asset as
she improved her language skills.
She looks forward to increasing her fluency in German while in
Vienna, and also hopes to use her
time there to look into opportunities for further work and study in
the Austrian capital. She has entertained the idea of graduate school
in Vienna, and is also interested in
applying her government training to
an internship at the United Nations
office there. Gladych believes the
two could be done in tandem, and
will investigate the possibility while
abroad.

In Other News .
Listen to your elders!
Researchers say that older adults
have broader attention spans,
which allow them to process and
use seemingly insignificant details
overlooked by their younger peers.
The findings of the study were
published in the latest edition of a
neurology book titled, "Progress in
Brain Research."
- New York Times Online

DES MOINES, IA - With another
win in Oregon, Democratic nominee
hopeful Barack Obama said, "you
have put us within reach of the
Democratic nomination for president
of the United States in America." His
campaign will now begin trying to win
over his opponent Hillary Clinton's
supporters - especially working
class whites and Hispanics - for the
upcoming general election. Clinton
is still in the race, however, and won
Tuesday's Kentucky primary.

CALIFORNIA - Last week, the
state of California struck down its
amendment banning gay and lesbian marriages. The decision was
influenced in part by the 1948
Perez v. California case in which
California became the first state to
abolish its prohibition of interracial
marriage.
-Washington Post Online

- New York Times Online
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The
Lawrence University
Community Council is currently
determining the fate of the Student
Organization Councils proposed by
the previous LUCC administration.
The socs, which LUCC originally
planned to implement partially this
term, may no longer be implemented
at all.
The SOC plan was proposed
under the leadership of Mollie
Rodin's LUCC cabinet and would
have divided student organizations
into nine groups based upon the
goals that the groups share. The
groups would hold monthly individual meetings, with representatives from LUCC and members of the
campus organizations present.
The overarching goal of the
SOCs was to foster communication
between similar campus organizations and to prevent campus groups
from scheduling events at conflicting times. LUCC had hoped that
such collaboration between groups
would prevent the squandering of
LUCC funding on poorly attended or
redundant activities.
According to LUCC President
James Duncan-Welke, the current
LUCC cabinet agreed to run a trial
of the SOC plan this term with
the implementation of the Service,
Diversity and Entertainment SOCs.
The Service and Diversity SOCs
already exist respectively as the
LUCC Service Council and the
Multicultural Affairs Committee, so

the real test would be the creation of
the Entertainment SOC.
However, when Duncan-Welke's
LUCC administration contacted the
groups meant to be ~ the new
Entertainment SOC, LUCC received
few replies.
Duncan-Welke said that he informally solicited feedback from the
campus organizations that failed to
reply, and in doing so, discovered
that people were "not convinced
[SOCsJ would work" and that people
were "horrified at adding nine new
councils" to LUCC, which has a reputation on campus as a "nonfunctioning bureaucracy."
With these concerns in mind,
Duncan-Welke and his cabinet began
to re-evaluate the SOC plan.
The previous LUCC administration had not fully developed the
plan, and Duncan-Welke quickly realized that it would "be a nightmare to
implement."
He noted that a particular obstacle for implementing the SOC plan is
that LUCC does not currently have
the ability to make attending the
SOC meetings mandatory for student groups.
Although the previous LUCC
cabinet had proposed making LUCC
funding contingent on participation
in the SOCs, there is currently no
LUCC legislation that would authorize pulling groups' funding for failure to attend SOC meetings.
Duncan-Welke said that dissatisfaction with the SOC plan has
See SOCs on page 4
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Workshop informs and excites

A family affair:

have much less experience ,--------,:-i;;;;;;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;.--1
exploring their own sexuality than men. Nevertheless,
A roomful of eager Lawrentians she still discussed toys and
greeted Searah Deysach of Chicago pleasure for men as well.
Sex positivity was one
sex-toy store Early to Bed Tuesday,
May 20. She gave a presentation of Deysach's strongest mesabout sex toys, masturbation and sages. She made the point
pleasure. This was Deysach's second repeatedly that masturbavisit to Lawrence, jointly sponsored tion and pleasure are good,
by the Downer Feminist Council and and even have other health
benefits. She cited a study
GLOW.
Students were giggly, excited that indicated reduced risk
and even giddy as they entered the of prostate cancer for men,
room and saw what was laid out on and also talked about masthe demonstration table in ·the front turbation releasing endorof Science Hall 102 . A selection of phins and serving as a
dildos, vibrators, butt plugs, anal stress reliever.
Unsurprisingly, her prebeads and other sex toys of various
shapes, sizes and colors cluttered sentation, like the subject
the table, rather than the usual lec- material, was intended to be
fun. She joked frequently,
Phom I)\ Jam,·, \lcD,in,d
ture notes or laptop.
On a side table sat a host of and the audience laughed at Sc, IOI ,hop OWIICC Scarnh Dc,,ach w11I, the 10\ " " ' · u11packnl
both
her
open
jokes
and
the
raffle prizes that Deysach had also
A safe solution? Put a condom on
slang terminology she used.
brought with her from the store.
Deysach describes Early to Bed, Her excellent drawing .of a giant it. 1n contrast, silicone dildos and
which she started in 2001, as a penis on the board - used to illus- 'vibrators can be washed and last
"feminist sex-to} store." She opened trate the use of a cock ring - was fore,·er, but are more expensi\'e.
Other toys, including anal beads,
Early to Bed after failing to find a similarly entertaining.
However, the fun was educa- cock rings and male masturbation
place with an open, positive atmosphere about sexuality and plea- tional, with safety always in mind. sleeves were also shown and dissure - especially when it came to She first discussed lubricant, which cussed, but not demonstrated she emphasized was helpful and undoubtedly to the disappointment
women's pleasure.
Her presentation mirrored this increased pleasure for many Se>..'Ual of some.
. The audience asked a range of
vision of an open, woman-oriented acts, from masturbation to anal and
approach to sexuality and pleasure. vaginal intercourse. Her discussion questions. One student asked how
She said that her focus on women of dildos and vibrators continued much a high-end dildo or masturbawas due to the fact that women often along the same dual path of plea- tor could cost. The answer: up to
$165 at Early to Bed, but there is one
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , sure and safety.
She talked about on the market for $1,500.
Another wanted to know if
what may be pleasurable and what may women gained pleasure from being
not be, and why. She penetrated anally The answer: While
explored clitoral, vagi- women lack a prostate, the rectum
nal, anal, female G- nevertheless has many nerve endspot and male prostate ings of its own.
At the end of the presentation,
stimulation, giving
examples of toys that raffle winners were announced, and
are pleasurable for winners received applause as they
each. Experimentation went to pick out their raffle prizes
of choice.
was encouraged Deysarch emphasized that Early
Deysach insisted that
trying things is the way to Bed's mission was one of educato knowing what gives tion as much as one of business. 1n
addition to education at the store,
the most pleasure.
She talked about she regularly travels to do talks
what is safe and what is such as this one. She encouraged
not, and why. Washing the audience to contact her with
jelly-type dildos, for questions even if they did not plan
example, is difficult on buying anything.
For more information, visit Early
because the surface is
Photo by James ~l cDanid
pOrOUS and Can never to Bed's Web site: http://www.earDcysach 1n sn1cts on sexual safety with help o f a visual aid.
be Completely deaned. lyZbed.com/

Manderfield's Home Bakery

Michael Lott
fo r The Lawru 1da11

From our kitchen to yours:
Recipes from Dining Services
Julia Sati
Catering Dirccror and Che f

Asian f]avors have a broad
appeal and wide application.
"Noodles with Spicy Peanut Sauce"
is a favorite Asian comfort food and
a great alternative to macaroni and
cheese whenever you want a fast,
nutritious and f]avorful meal. You
can make up a batch of sauce, then
chill and date it. It will hold safely
refrigerated for up to two weeks.
For a healthy vegetable dipping
sauce, thin the sauce with a little
water and serve with raw or lightly
steamed carrots, pea pods and broccoli f]orets.
Noodles with Spicy Peanut
Sauce
2 C matchstick or small cut
vegetables
1/ 4 C water
1 C tofu, cubed or 1 C pulled

cooked chicken (optional)
3 C cooked spaghetti or Asianstyle noodles
2 C spicy peanut sauce (see
below)
1/ 4 C sliced scallions
2 T chopped peanuts
2 T fresh cilantro, chopped
1) Add matchstick or small cut
vegetables and water to a preheated
saucepan or fry pan. Steam-fry the
vegetables on high heat for 1-2
minutes, until just tender.
2) Add the prepared peanut
sauce, tofu or chicken (optional)
and noodles. Cook until hot.
3) Transfer to serving plate.
Top with chopped scallions, peanuts and cilantro.
Spicy Peanut Sauce
2 T garlic, minced
2 T fresh ginger, peeled and
minced

1/ 4 C toasted sesame oil
2 tsp crushed red pepper
flakes
1/ 2 C soy sauce
2 C water
1 and 1/ 4 C crunchy peanut
butter
1/ 4 C brown sugar
1/ 4 Clime juice
1) Heat sesame oil in heavy-bottomed sauce pan. Add garlic and
ginger and saute until fragrant.
2) Add the red pepper flakes,
soy sauce and water. Bring to a
simmer.
3) Stir in the peanut butter and
brown sugar, mixing well. Simmer
on low heat for 10-15 minutes,
stirring frequently. The consistency
should be thick but pourable. Add
more water as needed.
4) Remove from heat and stir in
the lime juice. Use immediately, or
cool and store refrigerated.

Jamie Gajewski
Staff Writer

My roommate Nicole Capozziello
first discovered Manderfield's Home
Bakery on March 14, 2006 when she
was searching for a pie supplier for
Pi Day. Luckily, some pie-loving force
guided her towards Manderfield's,
began in 1934 by Frank and Marie
Manderfield.
"Since Perkin's pie is overpriced,
I sought out other pie sellers," said
Capozziello. By typing in "pie" and
"Appleton, WI" into a search engine,
she found the address for the
bakery. According to Capozziello,
Manderfield's pie prices are "ridiculously fair." Since then, my roommate
and I have turned to Mandcrfield's
fine baked goods in times of celebration and crisis including Day Llght
Savings Time, the demolition of the
GLOW House and Johnny Depp's
recent appearance in Appleton.
lnside the store, crystal cases
display tantalizing tortes, carefully crafted cakes, colorful cookies,
donuts and Danish. The newest location also includes an espresso bar,
an entire rack devoted to sprinkles and a refrigerated section with
cookie dough. Despite its somewhat
off-road location, a constant stream
of customers cycled through during
my visit, only leaving once both arts
were clutching bags and containers
of baked goods.
Artesian breads rest behind the
counter under a sign that reads:
Give us this day our daily bread.

These fine breads are crafted by
Brad Jarvais, a specialized baker who
joined the family about a year ago. A
serving or two of carbohydrates has
never tasted so good. Manderfield's
also offers freshly baked loaves,
buns, and specialty breads made
with fruits and spices.
November 14, 2007, the
Manderfield family opened up a new
facility due to the fact that the bakery on Calumet was "growing out
of the small building," explained
Doug Manderfield, one of Frank and
Marie's grandsons. The newest location is situated at W3 l 76 Springfield
Drive in the Town of Buchanan,
which is basically in the middle of
a field that is being developed. The
Springfield location opened just one
day after the older location closed.
Thanks to the prosperous area of
Darboy, new customers, and a larger
parking lot, the bakery's business is
booming.
Doug Manderfield's brother Paul
is the head baker at the Springfield
location, while Jerry, another one
of the Manderfield brothers, decorates the sweeter baked goods.
Jerry Manderfield also manages the
Menasha bakery branch, located at
811 Plank Road.
lnside the kitchen, the shelves are
stocked with four staple ingredients:
flour, sugar, butter and eggs. Doug
Manderfield explained that the bakery uses specialized types of flour

See Bakery on page 12

Senior of the Week
ed to teach at the college level. After
having a spectacular and infectiously
passionate U.S. History teacher in
high school, she's fallen "into the
Nicole -Capozziello
right classes at the right time."
Features I~di to r
At Lawrence, Gallogly has been
As cliche as it sounds, Caitlin studying Early American History
Gallogly is a small woman with a big with Monica Rico, who acted as
personality and, not surprisingly, not- Gallogly's advisor for her recent honso-tiny aspirations. After graduating ors project on propaganda plays in
from Lawrence next month, Gallogly the American Revolution. She's also
will be moving northwest with Emily Professor Podair's research assistant
Meranda and going to school at the and, at times, has found herself
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities. "seduced by the 12th century."
A history and English double major
Despite Gallogly's d ear interest,
during her time at Lawrence, she will I couldn't help but cringe when she
be getting her PhD in Early American told me the program would take five
History. She not only received the to seven years to complete. Braver
best financial aid program from the than I, Gallogly has saddled up for
U of Mbut also felt a real affinity for the experience, though she is slightly
the program in which, hopefully, she terrified. "I've always liked advenwill "never see any of the medieval- tures," she said.
ists ever again."
After receiving her PhD, Gallogly
Gallogly has known since before is hoping to return to the West
she came to Lawrence that she want- Coast, ideally to settle in Santa
Barbara. Gallogly's
other plans for
the future include
getting married,
having children,
extensive traveling
and owning a fleet
of cats, specifically of the British
shorthair breed.
"They all look like
Winston Churchill!
Who
wouldn't
want to own one?"
In looking at
Gallogly's face as
she said this, I had
no doubt that, if
nothing else, this
goal would be
Photo b)• Step hen \ nunson accomplished.

Caitlin Gallogly
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The secret lives of our profs
Oboe extraordinaire: Howard Niblock
Kalya Wilson

Niblock received a letter from Luther
College that had gone out to a lot of
people. The letter stated that Luther
had applied for a grant to fund a
position to teach double reeds and
interdisciplinary humanities, a position which was perfect for him.
He sent in a response and then

ence had a really positive impact.
"It taught me to be open to twists
and turns and serendipity, because
you never know what's going to
Professor of Music and Teacher
happen."
of Oboe Howard Niblock, who hails
"At Luther, I didn't like everyfrom a family of musicians, nearly
thing about it, but I liked it," he said,
did not become one himself. In fact,
adding that it did not have a greatly
before Niblock started college, his
demanding atmosphere.
father tried to talk him.out of purNiblock also was not in
suing music as a career. However,
a tenure-track position,
he ended up rebelling and ended
so he started applying
up just like his dad.
for different jobs.
It seems like he had little
"I applied at big
choice but to become a musician,
~tate schools, got it, and
despite what his father told him.
hated it." Soon he was
"My dad's a composer and a vioon the job market again
linist and I grew up with music
and ended up applying
surrounding me," he said, addat Lawrence. "It's like the
ing that his mother also played
perfect place for me,"
the violin. His parents picked the
he said. "It is demandoboe for him after a bad piano
ing musically, but with
teacher left him with distaste for
such a supportive atmothe instrument. "My parents said
if I quit playing the piano, I'd have
sphere. And I get to do
liberal arts things with
to play something else," he said,
my English and philosoexplaining the oboe decision.
phy degrees."
Niblock did try very hard to
Niblock is currently
rebel against his "fate of becomfinishing up work on his
ing a musician," as he put it, and
new CD, which will be
he actually initially intended to be
available in the fall. He
an engineering major.
described it as "all stuff
He changed majors three or
from recitals oyer the
four times before graduation, and
ended up with degrees in philast few years that no
losophy and English. While he
.
.
. .
Photo b,· Lindsay Ha,~va rd one heard of."
played the oboe all throughout Professo r N iblock Journeys ou t o t 1he Conse rvatory recd -mak ing room.
Obscure music is
one of his favorite kinds
college, he did not start studying
it until grad school. After finishing set out on his East Coast adventure. of music to play. "I really love to play
his master's, he found himself at a His father was calling to inform him good music that nobody's familiar
crossroads, applying for teaching that Luther had been so impressed with and then give them a new expejobs for which he was not entirely with this response tbat they were rience."
His other favorites, he says, are
prepared and ultimately deciding offering him the job. "They practithar he needed to go out east if he cally offered me the job without me Bach's arias. "I get as much satisfacwanted to have a performing career. auditioning - I did have to audition tion out of playing those as anyRight before he was about to sign - so I gave up on the East Coast and thing." He couldn't pick a favorite
piece of music, unable even -to nara lease for an apartment in Boston went to Iowa."
While this certainly did not fit row it down to a certain type.
with some friends he got a call from
his father. A little while before this, in with his expectations, the experiStaff Writ er

After the Bubble Bursts:
Jeni Houser working and singing in New York
Jeni Houser
for Tht Lawrentim,

I recently wrote an e-mail to several Lawrentian-friends (Law-frientians?) filled with nostalgic reminiscence. With the first nice weather of
the season, I found that Central Park
just did not have the same ambience
as Main Hall Green. The surround"
ings may actually be prettier, but it's
shocking not to recognize anyone
lounging nearby. At any rate, I miss
Lawrence. Sometimes.
I am not the only LU alum to
have moved to New York City after
graduation. We have quite a little
crew out here now, which is marvelous. Of course, one downside to New
York life is that it's an unimaginable
hassle to actually see friends.
Between different work schedules, the various performances or
gigs one has to attend, and the fact
that getting from the Upper West
Side to Brooklyn is the equivalent of
driving from Appleton to see friends
in Milwaukee, I've seen my local Lawfrien-tians only a handful of times.
Without a daily dose of hallway
gossip or library chatting, I've had to
find other ways to fill my tiine.
Turns out, that's not tricky.
Between nine hours of work at an
investment bank each day, singing

practice, cooking my own meals, and
a German class, there's little time
to spare.
Luckily the day job doesn't
drain me horribly since it involves
scheduling meetings, organizing emails containing information I only
partially understand, creating Excel
do.cuments and expensing trips that
I could never afford. to take.
It's a great day job because I
got to shape my hours to create a
practice schedule, I have excellent
benefits, and I have become more
fashionable. However, it is rather
exhausting to go home after work
and try to put in a day of singing
practice before my self-designated
cutoff time of 8 pm. No complaints
from the neighbors so far!
Primary goals for my time in
New York relate to singing. After
teaching in Madison last year, I was
ready to work a job that doesn't
involve running away from secondgraders trying to throw chairs at
me, or running toward first-graders
who are jumping on the heads of
classmates.
So now I take voice lessons and
prepare for upcoming auditions and
think vaguely about going back to
graduate school for a master's in
voice or maybe moving to Asia. One

can never predict.

My secondary goals right now
include the following: paying off
credit card debt left over from studying abroad in Amsterdam (which has
been building ever since, I'm afraid
- but SO worth it), paying down my
student debt as much as possible,
paying for occasional trips to see the
suddenly far-away family, paying as
little as possible to see world-class
performances at Lincoln Center and
paying for food and rent and things.
Let me tell you, money doesn't
matter. But it's much easier to
remember that when you don't live
in New York City, the land of ridiculous expenditure.'
When do I miss Lawrence? A little
bit every day, to be honest. I'm a big
fan. But this next phase of life (the
nebulous mid-20s - Should we get
jobs? Should we get married? Should
we herd sheep?) is pretty fabulous.
I highly recommend graduating and
going somewhere new and trying
something different. Emphasis on
the graduating first, seniors. Happy
Spring!
Jeni Houser
Class of '05 (always in my heart),
'06 (officially?), '07 (when they sent
the diplomas)
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Scientist of the Week:
by Caitlin Williamson
Scaff Writer

For senior Maggie Waldron, a
double major in biology and environmental studies, the upcoming
year after she graduates won't take
her _to a graduate school - at
least not yet. Instead, next winter,
she will be traveling to Antarctica
to do research on microbial community structure and how it has
been impacted by climate change.
The research is through a program at Woods Hole, an oceanographic institute in Massachusetts,
where Waldron has previously
done research. In fact, her independent study with Bart De Stasio,
Associate Professor of Biology,
focuses on the research she did
on soft-shelled clams last summer,
also conducted through Woods
Hole. A native of Massachusetts,
Waldron has long been interested
in the human impacts on coastal
environments.
In her current research, she is
specifically examining the impact
of an underground barrier placed
on the coast of Cape Cod. By using
microbes to convert the nitrate to
nitrogen gas, the barrier intercepts
ground water in order to eliminate
the impact of nitrogen produced
by humans.
"I'm looking at the effects of
the barrier on shell fish, to see
whether it could be a useful way
to protect the coastal waters, and
to see if it's going to impact them
negatively at all," Waldron said.
"This project is trying to clean up
septic waste water produced by
humans so that it's not negatively
impacting the environment."
Waldron began the field work
for her research last July, and
is currently working on putting
together a paper. "It was really
time consuming; it's taken me
a full 12 months, and I had to
use a lot of different techniques,"
Waldron said.
Although she does not have
any conclusive evidence yet, she
said it does not appear that the

Pho \p by Jenna f'itton

barrier is having a negative impact
on shell fish. "After further study,
[the barrier) could be a good alternative to a sewer system, to dean
up water.before it hits the ocean,"
Waldron said.
In addition to working with
Professor De Stasio, Waldron
worked with Professor Stefan
Debbert, Assistant Professor of
Chemistry, to put to use her studies in organic chemistry to assist
her research. Despite the difficulty
with applying organic chemistry to
her work, the upside of Waldron's
work was that she was able to eat
the unusable specimens.
"I got to eat a lot of clams,"
Waldron said, smiling.
In addition to her work last
summer, Waldron did research on
damselfish population dynamics
on the Great Barrier Reef when she
stu.died abroad in Australia. She
also was able to study coral reef
environments in Grand Cayman
when she participated in the LU
Marine Term. Waldron would like
to continue her studies involving
coastal ecology, and go to graduate school within the next couple
of years to pursue a PhD in the
subject.
'Tm really interested in marine
ecology and more specifically
coastal ecology, so what's happening where beaches and oceans
meet, and how humans and their
environment interact, " Waldron
said. "I grew up by the ocean in
Massachusetts, so it's important to
me. I love living by it and I think
it's important to protect it, as we
have an increasing impact on the
ocean and coastline."

Senior of the Week
Ben Kraemer
Nicole Capozziello
Features t•:Jiror

After graduating in June, Ben
Kraemer will waste no time in trekking far away from the Bubble. In
fact, even thinking about his exciting
plans makes me, and probably most
Lawrentians, slightly depressed.
This summer, Kraemer will be
doing research on glaciology and
microecology during an expedition
across an Alaskan icefield. In the fall,
Kraemer hopes to work as an intern
at a biology field station in Tanzania.
Kraemer studied abroad there during his junior year, participating in
an ACM program in Ecology and
Human Evolution.
Kraemer, who has already done
several large-scale research projects
on his own, would help others develop research as well as perhaps get to
do some of his own research.
Regardless of where he ends up,

Kraemer plans to begin applying
to PhD programs, both in the U.S.
and abroad, this fall. He wants to
go into biogeochernistry, a daunting
compound word and doubtlessly a
challenging task. An environmental
studies and biology-chemistry major
with a Studio Art minor, Kraemer
said, "I would eventually like to have
a career where I could balance doing
ecological research with my interests
in ceramic art."
Other goals or potential plans
of Kraemer's include directing study
abroad programs, either in East
Africa or elsewhere, and doing an
artist's residency at none other than
the Kohler Company in Sheboygan,
Wisconsin.
However, as Kraemer admits,
"the trendy thing for post-graduate
environmentalists to do is join the
Peace Corps or go "WOOting" (World
Organization of Farmers), so maybe
I'll just do that instead." No matter
what Kraemer decides to do, I get
the feeling he won't be occasionally
popping up for dinner at Downer
any time this fall.
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Tanenbaum addresses "Catfights" among women in a feminist context
Tanenbaum's b9ok, "Catfight: you need to get ahead of others," Tanenbaum asserts that ''we are told
Rivalries Among Women: From Diets said Tanenbaum. The media helps to 'you can have it all.' Translation: you
to Dating, From the Boardroom to perpetuate this stereotype through must have it all."
Thirdly, when trying' to have a
"Girls, we are all competitive with the Delivery Room," is the second many avenues. A specific example
other women." Leora Tanenbaum, a of three she has written on women is the recent hype surrounding the successful career and also put famsocial critic,·wrtter and lecturer from and specific gender issues at play · last four competitors on "Survivor: . ily first, . a woman needs to make
New York, began her lecture last in the United States. "Catfight" is a Fans vs. Faves." They are all women, her efforts appear invisible. Success
Thursday with this little-acknowl- journalistic account of interviews all displaying the best conniving and should be effortless. This need to
Tanenbaum conducted with women catty behavior that stereotypes their appear effortlessly successful forcedged fact.
es women to hide their ambition,
Women all know that they com- of every race and economic standing gender.
Secondly, women are surround- Tanenbaum says.
pete; though they would like to all over the country.
Through
her
research, ed by conflicting images of what it
Fourthly, expectations for
think that the animalistic and savage battles portrayed in "Mean Girls" Tanenbaum found a societal trend means to be a woman. There are two women are higher than those of
are fiction, they are fact, according that underlies "catty" behav- stereotypes of women, the old femi- men. Both men and women compete,
to Tanenbaum. Tanenbaum argues ior between women competing in nine woman, and the new feminist but women are held to this "double
that the cutting remarks, backstab- beauty, dating, motherhood and woman. The feminine woman is an standard" by being unable to show
bing and manipulative behavior that the workplace. She claims that this excellent mother, a devoted wife and it. It is socially acceptable for men to
characterize competition among behavior is encouraged by four prev- a martyr for her family. The femi- compete out in the open; it is in their
nist woman is independent, has a nature to be aggressive. For women,
women today is a result of a unique alent societal dynamics.
First, "we live in a society that successful career and measures her an inability to compete openly in
social dynamic at play in the United
tells us that to truly be feminine, success by getting ahead of others. society leads to underhanded comStates.
Carolyn Schultz

Staff Writer

WEEKEND IN REVIEW
2008 Shack-a-Toon Results
1. Trever/Hiett/Kohler/ Amnesty

2. Beta
3. Lawrence University Nerf Assoc.
Best Build: Beta
"Home Sweet Home" (Best Interior):
Trever/Hiett/Kohler/ Amnesty
Most Realistic: Yuai
Prettiest: Co-op/ Greenfire
Most Fortified: LUNA

-19 students present at Harrison Symposium
AnneAaker
Staff Writer

This weekend, the 11th annual
Richard A. Harrison Symposium had
professors, students and parents
mingling in Main Hall.
Richard Harrison was dean of
the faculty and a history professor
at Lawrence from 1992-1997. He was
also one of the founders of what was
then called the Student Humanities
and Social Sciences Symposium.
After his death in 1997, the name
was changed to honor his role in
creating the annual event.
The symposium is a chance for
students nominated by faculty to
present long-term projects - usually
honors projects - to the rest of the

campus community. Students are
nominated based on the excellent
work they have done for an independent study, class or tutorial.
Because of the selective nature of
the symposium, the work presented
there is some of the best work completed that year at Lawrence.
Each year, a symposium winner
is selected from the group. In 2007,
Natasha Quesnell-Theno received the
award, which remains to be bestowed
for 2008.
This year, 19 students took part
in the symposium on Saturday, May
17, talking about subjects in the
humanities and social sciences that
ranged from cybercrime to Latin
American artists to opera.
•
In fact, part of the attraction to

the Harrison Symposium is the diversity of topics that are presented.
Associate Professor of English Faith
Barrett, who moderated presentations and advised a small handful of
students' projects, agreed. "The variety of papers really m*es the event,"
she said. "[The best thing about the
Harrison) is seeing so many different
kinds of projects done by so many
talented students."
The array of information presented in the symposium also
attracts audiences that have a genuine interest in particular subjects,
which energized the students.
"[I most appreciated) knowing
that everyone in attendance had a
genuine interest in the topic being
presented," said senior presenter
Erin Dix.

career possibilities
join

cutting-edge products.
Ready for the new AT&T? Visible career
paths. Trend-setting technologies. Together
in one dynamic environment. Experience it
for yourself. Join us as a
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE.
Apply online at www.att.jobs.

"When you put so much effort
into a specialized project, it is gratifying to see that. other people are
[interested enough in your topic] to
attend a Saturday morning presentation voluntarily," she added.
Each presentation lasted about
20 minutes and included a short
question-and-answer session at the
end. Often, it is the Q and A part of
the presentation that really shows
the student's knowledge of her subject.
"[One of the most rewarding
moments for me is] seeing students
you've worked with all year long do a
really knock-out job answering questions on their feet after presenting,"
. Barrett said.
The student presenters also
felt ·that the overall experience was
rewarding. Senior Caitlin Gallogly
said, "It felt great! I mean, it was
terrifying, but it was really nice, and
sort of sad too. It signifies the end of
research, and for more of us, the end
of our careers at Lawrence."
Still, the Harrison Symposium
is a successful way to end a college
career - and all of this year's participants should be proud to leave
such a mark.

.Pi,ano Faculty
continuedfrom page 1
-sibly learn about someone from
'outside,' it was unnecessary to
conduct a usual search and we
were able to shorten the process."
In addition to Kautsky, the
administration also continues to
search for another piano professor. Presently, they are attempting
to secure a one-year temporary
appointment while searching for
a permanent professor for 20092010. During this search process; Thayer said, "students will
b_e invited to meet the proposed
appointee and we will welcome
their comments and advice.n
Sophomore pianist Irina
Nedelcu-Erickson added, "Let's
0~ bow much the Con will do for
the piano students in terms of
sustaining that standard of excellence that was so promoted for ·
them to accept admission than
with any other school. Come on,
professors have left before and
look at the faculty' we have now
- they're excellent."
However, even with Kautsky's
appointment, many piano students are not sure of what they
are· doing for the next school
year.
"Many things will change next
year. I know that a few of his
[Kim's] students will be following
him and a few will continue to
study at LU. Each student has to
make a huge decision, but either
way they will be happy and apply
. what they have learned from such
an incredible musician," commented Nedelcu-Erickson, a student of Michael Kim.
For incoming piano students,
the studio changes may also come
as a shock, Thayer states, "Many

socs

petition in the form of catty, conniving, and manipulative behavior.
Based on specific societal conditions
today, high expectations for women
and a double standard lend validity to the catty stereotype seen in
the popular television series "Gossip
Girl" and "Desperate Housewives.''
Tanenbaum ended her argument
with an optimistic outlook on the
current situation. She asserts that
secret competition between women
is not good because it encourages
cutting remarks ·and manipulative
behavior. Instead she suggests that
women compliment each other,
admire each other's strengths and
mentor each other. She said, "I know
these suggestions are superficial,
but you have to start somewhere."

of our incoming students have
already met, and in some cases,
,had lessons with, departing
faelilty members. In accordance
with established practice, these
students will be assigned to ' the
studios of our 2008-2009 faculty
members."
Meanwhile, the professors
leave some advice to the music
students. Mr. Kim emphasized
the importance of emotional
intelligence: "Spend time investing in relationships ~th your
friends, family, and your network
of contacts. Learn to communicate and negotiate effectively think collaboratively and broadly.
These sorts of skills · are crucial
to success in any field, but especially crucial in the arts, where
.we all need to advocate for the
meaning and importance of what
we do effectively. Above all, have
fun with your music, and love it!
That is really why we are musicians, isn't it?"
Mrs. Kim said that it is important "to keep an open mind
about everything, and pursue
your dreams and your interests.
Your undergraduate years are
the most special time in your
life, and the time to explore and
experiment with diverse interests - Lawrence's environment is
so well suited to accommodating
this sort 6f thing, and I will never
forget the students I have worked
with here!"
Novgorodsky said, "[Students
shotild) stay true to what they
feel is their 'inner voice,' it will
unmistakably tell them what will
make them happy after they finish their undergraduate studies.
And not to swerve from the paths
they want to pursue, regardless
of the difficulties which might
await them. I know they will succeed."

people will agree on is that more
communication between campus groups is necessary. socs
continuedfrom page 1
just might not be the best way
reached consensus within. the to do that."
LUCC cabinet and that LUCC is
However, he is worried critics
tossing a number of alternate will·paint him as a reactionary for
ideas around.
failing to embrace the soc plan.
One popular idea involves In his defense, Duncan-Welke .
·designating an LUCC liaison to said, "Change just for the sake
campus organizations. This per- of change is not a goodidea. We
son would be. responsible for need to implement something
communicating with campus that will be efficient and that will
groups and ensuring that groups get the job done."
. do not plan identical events or
Duncan-Welke fears that, if
schedule events for the same socs were implemented, stµtime.
dents in the future might "look
Duncan-Welke is ultimately back and wonder, 'Why did they
~terested in "finding a ~ddl.e create all of this bureaucracy?
ground ·between chaos , a:rid Really just so that we would talk
bureaucracy." As he said, "What to each other?'"
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Green Scene: Downer dining "Dumb Politics"
led to the composting of all the preconsumer vegetable waste created
by Downer. Megan 'Bjella, president
Preamble: There are more issues of SLUG, says the garden receives
included in what you eat than could three garbage-bin-sized deliveries
ever possibly be addressed com- of compost each week. And next
pletely in a 700 word newspaper year, Downer will be purchasing
column. I have had to be selec- all the crops produced by SLUG.
tive and brief in addressing things Another step being investigated by
here. For further reading, I suggest: the Dining Advisory Committee is
Michael Pollan's "The Omnivore's "green" packaging.
As of today, clearly everything at
Dilemma," Marion Nestle's "What to
Eat" or Barbara Kingsolver's "Animal, Downer is not "green." But you can
still choose foods on your own that
Vegetable, Miracle."
lessen your impact on the global
1: 30 p.m. : Jason Downer environment. But organic or local?
Commons, the most popular cam- Meat, vegetarian or vegan?
"Organic," by the USDA definipus cafeteria, serves more than 800
students daily. The most unsustain- tion, means that production methable aspect of Downer is the food ods "minimize pollution from air,
waste resulting from its a la carte soil and water" and ·~enhance the
style: According to Greenfire waste ecological balance of natural syscollected during Greenfire's Clean terns." Functionally, this definition
Plate Challenge, about 50-60lbs of means ·not using pesticides or feredible food waste are thrown away tilizers with harmful chemicals in
in a two hour dinner period. The them, However, many organic crops
posters and facts in Downer provide are still monocultures, or one plant
students with a constant reminder grown over acres of land, a practice
of the food waste created every meal that decreases soil fertility and bioin the cafeteria, but no effort has yet diversity and increases harmful pest
been made to quantify the success. populations, run-off and erosion.
Organic crops may also be grown
of these posters.
Where does the food you eat in remote locations and so require
actually come from? According to unsustainable petroleum oil to get
Director of Dining Services Patrick to your grocery store or cafeteria.
Niles, Downer gets most refrigerated The average distance produce travand dry groceries, meats, seafood els to get to your local super .market
and dairy from Reinhart Foodservice js 1500 miles, even though the same
in Shawano, Wis. Other items, says produce is often grown within 20
Niles, such as "produce, paper, miles. Local foods may not be certichemicals, coffee, etc. are bid out fied organic by the USDA definition,
to the lowest bidder or comparison but use Jess energy to get to you and
shopped with pricing and quality in support the local economy.
Ultimately, it would be best to
mind." Niles estimates that approximately 10 percent of Downer's cur- eat organic foods grown locally. But
rent purchases are local/ sustain- as this is not always possible, you
able/organic and he would like to must weigh your personal environsee this increase to 20 percent in the mental values against the disadvantages and advantages of organic and
next few years.
Though Downer is clearly not local foods.
But it is not merely organic vs.
as sustainable as it could be, there
are small initiatives. This past year, local in the sustainable food argua partnership with the garden has ment, but also meat-eating vs. veg-

Jessica Vogt
Columnist

etarianism. Which is ultimately more
sustainable?
The "greenness" of eating meat
depends on where and how the
animal is raised. Most commercial
beef com.es from large, industrial
meat factories where cows live in
high densities in tiny stalls and are
fed com laced with antibiotics· and
growth hormones. Even so-called
"free range beef" comes from cows
living in virtually unchanged conditions, except that they may have
access to a tiny, fenced in pasture
for a few hours a day, into which
they rarely venture, because the
animals don't know it's there. Cows
also did not evolve to eat com. They
can get sick from it unless also
fed medicines, which leach into the
water system in the cow's urine. And
this com could have been fed to
people as a direct source of energy
instead of diverting it through cows
to produce beef. Both cows and com
often travel a great distance from
factory to table.
Grass-fed beef, on the other
hand, is 'much more sustainable.
As humans have evolved as cattleraising pastoralists, grass pastures
have evolved as ecosystems in their
own rate. Cows raised on grasslands
that are not suitable for other kinds
of agriculture actually help maintain the diversity of the grassland.
Clearly, vegetarianism is not as cut
and dry as eating or not eating
meat.
But what is sustainable to eat,
then? The issues discussed here
are only the barest of introduction
into sustainable eating. I leave it
up to you to investigate more and
decide for yourself. Just think about
where those processed com chips in
plastic you were going to buy came
from.
Sources: Yale Sustainable Food
Project, Sustainable College Dining
Services, USDA, SustainableTable.
org

Ryan Day
Columnist

.

Bill Clinton has stated that not
allowing the Florida and Michigan
primaries to count in the race for
the Democratic presidential nomination is "dumb politics."
Let's get something straight
here; back in 2007 when Michigan
and Florida decided that their
Democratic primary elections were
going to be held in January, the
Democratic National Committee
decided that their primaries would
not count in the race for the
Democratic nominee. Call it a punishment for jumping the gun. You
can all call it immoral, unethical
or a number of other things - like
"dumb politics - but that's the reality of the situation.
This means that since late
2007, all of the candidates for
the Democratic nomination have
planned their campaigns around
the fact that Florida and Michigan
will not count. Nobody bothered
to campaign very hard in Florida,
and Obama even removed his name
from the ballot in Michigan. Is this
unfair to voters? Yes, I think it is,
but that's just the way it is. In the
system of American politics, politicians have to weigh their decisions
carefully, and it was in no one's best
interest to spend a lot of time in
places that didn't count.

Now primary season is drawing
to a close, and Obama is looking
more and more like he is going to
take the nomination. Clinton continues to grasp at straws, and as
it turns out, the best way to get
the delegates she needs is to make
Florida and Michigan count. Go figure.
So now we have this hullabaloo
about how it is unfair to Floridians
and Michiganders to not count their
votes. Bill Clinton comes out and
states that it is "dumb politics."
Well, Bill, it may have been "dumb
politics" to not count Florida and
Michigan in the first place, but let
me tell you what "dumber politics"
would be.
"Dumber politics" would be to
start off the primary season with
the plan to not count Florida and
Michigan, to let the candidates plan
their entire campaigns around this
face, and then, when the final delegate votes are being counted, to go
back on the original plan and count
these two states, knowing full well
that one of the candidates wasn't
even on the ballot in one of these
states!
While the original logic of the
DNC may have been flawed in discounting the primaries of Florida
and Michigan, it would be even more
flawed to go back and count those
states after the race has been run.

Bunke's Blurb
Senior class officer elections
Affairs Committee hasn't done
are upon us and I am definitely
more to push the vote. As l write
this however, I am reminded that
not going to vote. I went to the
· we have only one candidate run· Wriston Turnaround this morning, expecting a shuttle to the
ning for Class President. Isn't that
the only position that matters?
nearest computer terminal, but
quickly discovered that such
James Antony has a totalitarian
streak in him - so I don't foresee
shuttles weren't running. And
where is MyClassElectionDecision. any of the other positions being
of much consequence.
org? The server sure can't find
it. I'm baffled that the Student

Letters to the Editor
For the past year or so, I have as a forum for discussing the P+H
been mentally composing a gradu- party, public art and sidewalk
ation. letter to President Beck sperm, it served mainly as a space
listing all of my grievances with for discussing administration-stuLawrence.
dent communication. Thgt tangent
First and foremost would be was telling, as we students have
the administration's silence on the riot had that kind of opportunity
postering of the GLOW house last before.
year. The handling of the intruder
I am not going to launch into a
into women's rooms this ,term also rabid criticism of how the adminismade the cut.
tration handled notification of the
But, thankfully, I have discussed intruder or how much detail we get
these issues enough with other about situations. What I want to
people on campus - students and argue for is dialogue.
my RHD - to realize that a private
It is so important for forums
diatribe would make very little dif. like the one last week to happen
regularly. Dean Truesdell and othference for the community.
My next idea was to write an ers are always available to talk
editorial for The Lawrentian that - indeed, this editorial is influblasted the administration for enced by an extremely positive talk
silence or poor communication I had with her recently about ways
with students abounssues that of improving communication on
faced the student body: For exam- campus. However, having a regular ·
ple, why haven't I received an email question-and-answer forum allows
about the recent intruder?
students. to both respond to each
Again;though, discussions with · other and to the administration in
fellow students·- ' and my insuffer· a public setting would be valuable.
ably wise father - persuaded me
There is another method of
to reconsider su<ili a polemic. My opening dialogue on campus which
friends and I came · to a ge11eral would better address student
consensus that what was needed issues like those the open forum
most of all was a oetter space and was ortglnally meant to discuss.
time to talk with fellow students . Judicial Board, as the myth/
and administration about various · truth posters all around campus
advertise, is not a public affair. ·It
issues.
The recent open forum came at is by definition confidential. This
an opportune time in my thought confidentiality is useful for some
processes. While it was advertised conflicts, but does little to nothing

for the campus at large.
If an issue affects students
across the campus community,
it should be discussed or dealt
with in a public manner. I cannot
overemphasize the value of open
dialogue over private deliberation
in many cases.
We need a new structure, a new
forum. Call it Moderation Board;
Mediation Board, a Campus Forum,
a Town Hall or whatever you will.
There needs to be a formal way
for campus issues to be discussed
in an open martner. Moderators or
mediators would be ·trained students. There should be a formal,
voluntary process for bringing
groups to the table. Assumedly,
community members would be
allowed to speak.at. the meetings.
The primary purpose would be to
discuss, to promote .dialogue and
communication, not to sanction or
punish.
·
This isn't something th~t will
spring forth into existence. Nor
will it immediately be accepted as a
viable structure in the community.
It will take work and dedication on
the part of the student body, and
the idea requires refinement. But
it will catch on, as we desperately
need an open alternative to J-Board
'for public discussion and resolution of public issues. We need
dialogue.
Michael Lott, '08

In response to a letter from J. simply uncalled for. We would
Newsome printed in last week's · please direct Newsome to all of
the high quality fashion magazines
issue of The Lawrentian:
and newspaper style sections, writWe would like our readers to ten by journalists who often have
realize that Newsome's claims as advanced degrees, often teach,
to any anti-feminist quality in the ·have an incredibly strong gr_asp
fashion column are not only bogus, both on what they write and how to
but also present a very narrow view write, and are generally considered
of feminism - one that we do not intellectuals.
We do not pretend to be part
condone.
In our view, feminism not only of this crowd, but we ask that
means being able to wear what you we are not taken as lower-class
want, but also being aware enough Lawrentians and women, simply
of your surroundings to realize because we enjoy a hobby in which
that some people, unfortunately, Newsome does not partake.
We would also like to reiterate
take a woman's sense of style to be
that though we take the column
a signal of who she is.
Contrary to Newsome's overly seriously, what we write are peer
analytical reading of our column, suggestions. This column aims
we do not believe that scanty cloth- to ·offer helpful suggestions for
ing justifies sexual assault, nor women who are proud of their bodthat it is acceptable to assume that ies and looking for ways to better
because a woman wears revealing communicate their pride.
We encourage our readers to
garments, she must want to be
seen in a sexual light.
·
write to us as well, to exchange
However, we believe that in this fashion tips and foibles of your
day and time, it is important to be own. We would love to hear from
·
aware of what others may incor- all of you!
rectly assume about us depending
Sincerely,
on our clothing. Being unaware of
modern social ·assumptions comes
Emily Passey, '08
close to being completely ignorant,
Kayla Wilson, '08
and as such, it is also a feminist
Emily Gonzalez, '08
travesty. .
Anne Aaker, '08
We,· as columnists, take
Newsome's comments as an affront
to our -own. intelligence, which is
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Shopbop are also fun to look at
· - for the exact same reasons that
EP just mentioned. They" sell upscale
designer clothes that you can get
ideas from - or that you can see and
realize that designer clothes are not
all that. Either way, you win: you can
find things you like and then use
them for inspiration, or see that the
absence of designer names in your
closet might be a good thing, since
some of their clothes are so atrociou~ anyway.

This week, we are discussing our
favorite Web sites for browsing and
gathering inspiration for our own
wardrobe decisions. If you're feeling
bored with your clothing selection
and need to add some spice, read on
for some ideas on where to find some
fashion motivation:
EG: My current (and usual) favorite

site for browsing and getting stylish ideas is anthropologie.com. They
have beautiful dresses, delicate tops
and shoes, and although their items
are usually way out of my normal
price range, I often use their outfits for inspiration - though you
can sometimes find decently priced
skirts and basic tops in the sale
section.
Another favorite: Style.com. I don't
really know where to begin with this
site. My favorite areas are the Trend
.
Report and Anatomy of a Classic.
Ak. I like to go to places where I can

see what people are wearing in the
cities, because their outfits are usually so bold, unexpected and creative
in amazing ways. My favorite site
for this is actually a blog: www.thesartorialist.blogspot.com. The blog-

ger is a professional photographer
who takes some quite breathtaking
candid photos at times, but also
catches a few of the most vibrant
and brave style moments. He photographs the fashions in all kinds of
places - India, Paris, New York and
Italy - so the range of innovative
ideas is great.
EP: My online perusing tastes are
more akin to £G's. I love looking
at online stores! Piperlime.com, a
relatively new Gap Inc. addition, is
a super source for increasing your
shoe knowledge. The great thing
about online stores, is that it's so
easy to just browse really expensive
stuff that you'd never buy and get
ideas about what trends and styles
you'd like to hunt for at Target,
DSW, etc.
AA: Sites like bluefly.com and

KW: I find that online shopping can

be just as, if not more, depressing for
me than real shopping, although I do
peruse the Web sites of my favorite
stores so I can gauge when great
things will be on sale. My favorite
fashion site, however, is most certainly gofugyourself.com and it is
brilliant. It is written by two women
in their early thirties and they discuss the many ways that celebrities
fail at dressing themselves. The only
downside is that there is no new
content on the weekends, a fact that
I, and a fellow columnist, lament
weekly. .

The inspiration is out there! If you
feel like you need a fashion boost,
try one or two of the sites mentioned
here - what you find will hopefully
send you into a flurry of style innovation.

A feminist's take on fashion
Brighton Fowler
Columnist

It has recently come to my attention that there is a controversy abrewing over the "Fashion" column
in The Lawrentian. Scathing letters
to the editor have been written,
strong opinions are being expressed
on both sides, and I would just like
to weigh in with some friendly feminist suggestions.
First of all, I think it would be
great if the style column actually
discussed fashion. Not like, wear
cover-up-and-mascara-to-Downerafter-a-rough-night-at-the-VR kind of
fashion, but more like the have-youseen-Marc-Jacobs' -new-line? kind
of fashion. It could open people's
minds to what's going on style-wise
off-campus, which I agree, could be
a huge improvement.
On the other hand, I don't think
it's very egalitarian to be focusing
solely on women's "style." Yeah, I
realize you do throw in some tips
for the boys, but let's be honest
ladies, the sweatpants double-standard is pretty pervasive.
Another thing, some people
don't really have the time or the
energy or the vanity to care a whole
lot about what they look like. Let's
just remember for a second that we
go to school in Appleton, Wisconsm.
That's right, WISCONSIN. Wisconsin

isn't exactly a "fashion forward" women and men and what they are
state. We can take pride in many "supposed" to wear if we are willing
things - good cheese, good beer, to take that risk.
I am fully aware that the fashion
good people - but fashion? Have
you been to the Fox Valley Mall column is meant to be dialogic and
lately?
kind of funny. But I also realize that
Actually, according to my some people on this campus aren't
research for this column, fashion in always getting the "joke." In fact,
Wisconsin came to a grinding halt my muse for this column, Rachel
with the arrival of the stirrup pant Russell, never got the joke, and
in 1982. Soine people have never she hasn't been seen wearing sweat
even heard of Vogue, and I'm okay pants in the library yet.
with that.
To anyone who read last week's
Also, if someone doesn't like fashion update, I ask this question:
you or respect you because of what will I actually feel better if I'm "lookyou are wearing, then that is their ing ·good" after a night of partying?
problem. Fashion advice shouldn't I mean, I hope that this is supposed
be used to perpetuate stereotypes to be funny, but I think a little more
about women. Women and men sleep and some hash browns might
should be free to dress and think actually help me more than agonizand act how they want - despite ing over the state of my complexion,
gender stereotypes that prescribe adding more time and effort to the
normative masculine and feminine . already stressful next day. I'm sick
dress and behavior.
and tired, my head feels like its
Let's think about fashion at going to split into two, and I have a
Lawrence like a big freshman stud- 10 page paper due Monday - who
ies class. Some have read the book, cares what I'm wearing?! I'm sorry
most haven't, but everyone has to ladies, but I don't think these are
participate - and everyone has a problems that a little mascara is
"good point!" to make. The femi- going to fix.
nist champion Judith Butler - she's
Way back in the dark ages at
a no-nonsense slacks kind of girl Lawrence - or as recently as the
- daims that gender is performa- 1960's - women were required to
tive, so, according to her, we have "dress" for dinner at Downer. I think
an opportunity to transgress gender we can all agree to fill our trays
boundaries in how we act and dress. together sans a girdle and kitten
We can breakdown stereotypes about heels, so why are we still holding

Photo poll

by Sarah Page ·

Pete Wentz: Part II

dedicated readers, and definitely
meant for each other, because they
respect each other for their intellectual endeavors and their minds,
rather than just their bodies or their
superficial images. Pete expresses
his deep reverence for his beloved
girlfriend by saying, "She's a superfast reader, which is, like, really
sexy ... "
In this short sentence, he has
- for me, at least - summed up
true love in an eloquent expression
of his girlfriend's sexiest side: her
intellectual one. Clearly, Pete is not
the type of man to love a girl only for
her appearance, or for the image she
helps him to convey.
No, friends, he is a.real romantic,
capable not only of appreciating a
book written by a woman - and a
pretty whiny, melodramatic, obnoxious one, not different from Pete
himself - but he is also capable of
respecting his girlfriend's intellectual pursuits and remaining unthreatened by her ability to read faster
than even he can.
He does go on to admit that it
is somewhat annoying when they
read the same book, because he cannot keep up with her, but he only
manages to sound concerned that
they stay on the same pace for the
purpose of togetherness, rather than
competitiveness._What a swell guy!
This display of affection and
mutual respect demonstrates the
most important aspect of any relationship. Some men might indeed
be threatened by the fact that their
,- girlfriend could read faster than they
could, or by the fact that their girlfriend would choose to read the
same book that they did, or if they
were James Eric Prichard, by the fact
that their girlfriend could read at all.
But not Pete Wentz. He is a sensitive,
emotional, hair-straightening hunk
of man. This is the kind of catch you
should be on the prowl for, ladies.
Not only is Pete Wentz a poet,·
and everything any sixteen-year-old
could ever want in a man, he's also
able to admit to his sexual blunders,
which is a quality many women
find endearing. His honest display
of sensitivity and his desire for an
intellectual relationship between
equals leaves me hoping I can be the
next girl able to say, "I Slept With
Someone In Fall Out Boy and All I
Got Was This Stupid Song Written
About Me."

The real secret to Pete Wentz's
romantic success lies in the qualities he looks for in his woman. Until
recently, I could only speculate at
qualities that he would admit to
finding sexy in potential mates. I
assumed he, like my high school boyfriend, stashed a highlighted copy of
the Hipster Handbook underneath
his pillow, and my assumption has
finally been proven correct.
The other day, I accidentally
tripped over an open copy of People
magazine, when I noticed what is
probably the best, most intelligentsounding sentence Wentz has ever
uttered, and maybe one of the best
sentences People magazine has ever
published. This sentence not only
indicates that Wentz is a huge intellectual, but it also shows that his
priorities are so naturally in line that
he cannot help but be attracted to an
equally intelligent woman.
Wentz and Jessica Simpson's
sister are featured in a small column in which celebrities are supposed to share the most recent book
they've read, which is great, because
I REALLY CARE. Wentz and Simpson,
who apparently just spent some time
in Jamaica, share that they both
enjoyed the same light beach read,
"The Bell Jar," while vacationing.
This is a wise book for them to
· admit to liking, because it totally
proves that they are tortured artists
in touch with their brooding feelings. If they had jumped onto the
Hipster phenomenon a little sooner,
they would realize that this book is
like, so 2002, but I give them an A
for effort. Neither of them has ever
been a freshman in college, so they
did not get the memo that it was way
cool to pretend to like this book only
for about two weeks of that year.
Despite their slight lag in appropriately hip · reading material, Pete
and his girlfriend are dearly really
'-------------------------ourselves to this double standard?
My point is this: Whether you
like the style column or you don't,
whether you think its advice is
classy or sexist, whether you have
your "arsenal" ready or you are
wearing heels with sweatpants right
now, you should still understand
that this patronizing advice kind of
pisses me off, and being pissed off
is kind of what being a feminist is all
about. Right?

"Shuffleboard for the cataract
glasses you'd get to wear."

"What
sport
would you
add to the
olympics
a~d why?"

- Peter Kennedy

- Travis Fondow
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Study Abroad
As seniors face the upcoming realities of life in the real world,
other Lawrentians are also concerned about their future leave of the
Lawrence campus - though this one is temporary. These students
are preparing for a stimulating semester abroad. With the excitement
comes the apprehension of living in a foreign culture and speaking a
new language.
While we understand that this is a natural part of the experience, we
think that that Lawrence's study abroad policy puts unnecessary str_ain
on these students by not allowing them to S/U any of the courses they ·
take while studying· abroad. We have always admired Lawrence's commitment to academic excellence, but we feel that this -stringent policy
is almost counterproductive in a way.
Education takes multiple forms, and the strengths.of study abroad
programs are the learning experiences outside the classroom.
One could say that experiencing a foreign culture, speaking a new
language and living with a new set of people, is stressful enough without worry about one's academic performance. We would like to say that.
experiencing a foreign culture, speaking a new language and living with
a new set of people is an .opportunity enough to learn valuable lessons
that forcing students to maintain their same GPA is almost a hindrance.
These opportunities are unique due to the fact that they are not available on the Lawrence campus.
,
.·
Obviously there is balance to {llaintain. Most American colleges do
not require that the grades their students receive while studying abroad
count towards their official transcript. Though this is not the best solution either, there is a reasonable middle ground.
'
If students are allowed to S/U four classes not within their major
while on-campus d~g their Lawrence careers, ~ey should be allowed
to use one of these S/Us while off-campus.· This would at least help
alleviate some of the stress that is inherent to living in completely new
conditions and would give students more liberty to pursue the remarkable opportunities that make study abroad experiences so special.

Allergy season woes
Spring is here. The sun is shining, flowers are blooming and
people are having allergic reactions
to them. Allergies are one of the
few pitfalls of the season and can
be frustrating, but please, please,
blow your nose. Sniffing, sneezing,
coughing but mostly just the sniffing can be endlessly infuriating. It
is difficult to navigate the treacherous waters of personal hygiene in a
classroom setting but, in general, it
is better to disturb the class by getting up to take care of your business
than to sit there and stew in your
own juices.
I think it is only fair to disclose
at this point that sniffing is my biggest pet peeve. I hate it, and if you
sniff, I will in turn hate you. With
this in mind, I encourage my two
readers to keep in mind that there
may be some Lawrentians whose
biggest pet peeve is people who
blow their nose in class. I can only
reiterate the importance of the stepping out of class option mentioned
above.
Now, we have all been caught in
a situation where we a) run out of
tissues b) are caught off guard by a
sneeze or c) are too self-conscious
to use a tissue in front of people.

- Jesse Quinn

These are all valid and excusable
reasons for sniffing, but don't let it
happen too often.
There are two kinds of sniffers:
loud and proud, and frequent firers.
Loud and proud sniffers are those
who hock
amounts
of
mucus
everyback
few large
minutes
and who
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extent or am apathetic toward. I within the concrete historical fact
would place myself to some degree that is hip-hop culture.
within -the hip-hop aesthetic, as an
We care for hip-hop artisti~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - , appreciator, consumer and com- cally. For us, sexism, racism and
pletely -serious artist. My actions homophobia are poisons that infect
sustain and further the aesthetic.
hip-hop because they diminish its
I am not, however, a member of artistic worth. "Thugging" is annoythe hip-hop culture. There are social ing because it leads to repetitive
and ideological elements to the cul- expressions, not because it limits
ture that exist outside of the art the male experience in a tangible
that the culture creates. You can't way. Jedi Mind Tricks' "Violent by
capture "Hip-Hop" on a record or Design" is a good album despite its
in an art museum because you only violence and aggression; the images ·
get the aesthetic; you don't capture it promotes are forgivable to us
the underlying culture that birthed when they are presented expertly.
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' it. Frustration with racial profiling is
When outside appreciators of
a part of the hip-hop culture, as are hip-hop actually care about the
harmful portrayals of women. Hip- social ramifications of the aesthetic
hop as a culture is much larger than and culture, they do so because they
have a moral aversion to the general
This past Tuesday, the Office of the art I enjoy.
The art is a snapshot of a culture types of some images and messages.
Multicultural Affairs hosted a public
showing of Byron Hurt's documen- with an objective history. Public They care about the ramifications in
tary "Hip Hop: Beyond Beats and Enemy's "Fight the Power" is a great the same way that they care about
Rhymes" and followed it with a talk song, but the song has connections other harmful ideologies. For them,
by filmmaker and lecturer Rubin to the history of the culture that the sexism within hip-hop is wrong
Whitmore II. The documentary dis- give it dimensions beyond its aes- like the xenophobia in South Africa
cusses the gender roles espoused thetic value. Even if you thoroughly is wrong, because it is objectively
by current hip-hop culture, focusing understand the culture and history, immoral, not for any personal proxmainly on the thuggish portrayal of that knowledge is academic unless imity.
They care about the hip-hop
male rap artists. The talk centered you live within the culture. Simply
on the perpetuators of the gender knowing about the socio-histori- aesthetic and the general concept of
roles, their blameworthiness and the cal influences behind rap music or having positive societies, but they
break-dancing, does not make you a don't personally care about hip-hop
possibility of change.
culture. They might have special
Whitmore said that there is a part of the culture.
The stereotypical "white kids emotional connections to the culture
machine in place that creates the
media images in hip-hop, and that from the suburbs," any artistic because it created an aesthetic they
the consumers, artists and industry tastes or cultural understanding appreciate, but these are tenuous
personnel perpetuate the machine notwithstanding, are not a part of and fragile. These outside appreciaby not rebelling against it. A big the hip-hop culture that they experi- tors have little impetus for changing
part of the problem is that people ence. They do not contribute to the hip-hop culture, especially if they
are relatively apathetic toward the same milieu and are not affected by are able to satisfy their aesthetic
negative effects of the images. I social and ideological elements of desires despite negative images.
These outside appreciators,
think that this apathy exists par- the culture or the culture's art.
The pervasive gender role that however, drive much of the hip-hop
tially because the negative images
do not affect many of the consum- tells young men they must be aggres- machine. They outnumber those solsive and hyper-masculine affects idly within the culture and pump
ers of rap music.
This lack of effect comes from those within the culture by permeat- money into the industry, and yet
the distinction between the hip-hop ing their living places. To me and my they remain largely unaffected by
aesthetic and hip-hop culture. I sub- peers, however, that gender role is a the culture that the industry heavily
scribe to a large part of the hip-hop game, a mask that we can easily don affects. It will be difficult for hipaesthetic: I like a lot of rap music or discard. Hip-hop affects us as a hop to change as long as its indusand turntablism. Other elements of multifaceted artistic movement, but trial side remains fueled by apathy.
the aesthetic I enjoy to a lesser not as a social reality. We do not live
L _ _ _ _ _ _:...:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Straight Thuggin'

dearly are in desperate need of all
the wonderful services a tiny tissue can provide. Frequent firers are
those who engage
in small little quiet
sniffs frequently.
While the latter is
more annoying the
former is gross.
Gross and annoying.
There you have it,
the essence of sniffing.
So in a characteristic bout of laziness, I attempted to enlist someone
else to write my column this week.
Turns out most people don't like
to think about things or talk about
stuff. Most people that is, except
for Sir Alexander Edward Bunke.
He stepped up to the plate to comment on the subject of sniffing,
even though he admitted to being a
sniffer himself (frequent firer). Here

are a few wise things he had to say:
say: Please don't. Those who know
"My advice: reach for a tissue and me well, know that I have an unfullet loose. Do it en masse, in three- filled wish to fight someone - don't
somes, in twosomes, in make me make it you. Alex summed
Downer, in the Quad, it up well when he said, "Because,
in the Grill, in a hard
hat zone. Trust me,
it will make you so
cool and soon you'll
1. Tb, uw11nt11n
have. so many babies.
2. Aneesh Chauhan
Blowing one's nose
3. Ustening to WLFM In the &rill...
is the new Prichard's
oh, wait
column about stuff
becoming the new
4. UFormal: dancing and sweatstuff." ing really are the two universal
Despite the reference to the Oplanguages
Ed section, all in all Mr. Bunke made
S. Phi Tau Le trawl: When has anysome incredibly valid points. Why
thing ever Involving Phi Tau been
don't you just blow your nose? It's
anything but hot?
refreshing! Isn't spring all about
8. Free Cotton Candy: First Shackrefreshing things? It's time to do
a-thon and now Southeast Side
some spring cleaning. In your nose.
Pays (this-Sunday!)
_
I know that by writing this I am
inviting everyone who thinks they're
7. freaking up with your signififunny to sniff loudly next to me
cant other Just In time for summer
every time they see me. Too this I

"The last man standing drinking competition because I'd
win the gold medal!"

"Midget-tossing. No explanation needed."

~

- Ben Force

you see, sniffing is tantamount to
violating the honor code, doin' drugs,
and denying Jake Frederick's hotness
all at once." Well said Alex, well said.
May I get you a tissue?

~
1. The Land Mlie: We don't under·.
stand how something that looks
like It belongs 1n·ea11 of Puty 2
fits Into Lawrence'i architectural
scheme.
2. Replacing the &atorade
machines with something that
looks like It's dispensing the liquid
version of glow sticks.
S. Housing
4. HIiiary Clinton
S. Plano Faculty Chaos
8. Mexican Une on Sunday night:
bring back Pell (or at least pasta)
7. Marriage
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Wind Ensemble honors Kaitlin Mahr
Sonia Emmons

Staff Wri ter

The Lawrence University Wind
Ensemble gave their last concert
of the year on Saturday, May 17 in
the Lawrence Memorial Chapel. The
program shared the title "Scenes
from a Life Danced" with a premiere
piece dedicated in memory of Kaitlin
Mahr. "Scenes From a life Danced"
(2008) was composed by Timothy
Mahr, Kaitlin's uncle, and a close
friend and colleague of conductor
Andrew Mast.
In his introduction of the piece,
Mast spoke about the exciting process of bringing a new piece of music
to life, starting with opening up the
brand new score - even if it comes
through email as a PDF, which is
usually the case nowadays. The Wind
Ensemble did a praiseworthy job of
bringing this meaningful piece of
music to life.
The piece is in four movements, two of which featured members of the Melee dance troupe,
Jamie Gajewski, Frances Steiner and

Sarah Gray. The four movements
are -creatively titled "Greeting and
Tarantella," "A Young Girl's Dream
of Ballet," "Janus Dance" and "Silly
Walks and Departures."
Movements two and four showcased the dancers in rather seductive
roles. Mahr modeled "A Young Girl's
Dream of Ballet" after Tchaikovsky's
famous "Nutcracker" ballet suite,
specifically The Arabian Dance. The
English horn and clarinet brought
the music its Middle Eastern character, while the dancers' synchronized "come hither" hip and finger
motions did the same.
"Silly Walks and Departures," the
last movement, featured the dancers
in more playfully seductive roles.
Mahr wrote that he saw this movement as "a chance to provide music
for the dancers to enjoy life as Katie
did, perhaps even improvising a silly
walk just for the pure enjoyment of
it." The dancers certainly seemed
to be enjoying themselves, and the
feeling was passed along to the
audience.
To end the music, a piercing
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Coming to
your senses
Movies
Friday, May 23

"The Children of Huang Shi"
"Postal"
"War, Inc."

Photo by Sarn h Davies
Lawrence University \Xlin<l Ensemb le preparing for Lhcir concert o n Sarurday, J\lay 17

chord was chimed twenty times for
each of Kaitlin's years.
In Mahr's notes, he wrote that
the opening section of the last movement is "jazzy, playful,
and has a bit of an attitude about it, like Katie, "
and this jazzy playfulness
nicely connected his piece
with the rest of the program. Before "Scenes from
a life Danced," Mast introduced the first two works
on the program as also
containing jazz elements.
The highlight of the
program was George
Gershwin's
jazzy
"Rhapsody in Blue"
(1924), played by 2008
Wind Ensemble Concerto
Competition Winner David
Plank. The wonderfully
hummable music seemed
to pour out of his fingers as he sat tall on the
piano bench (in coat tails,
I might add). The dim
'""-------'-----'::l.'-..:....-----=-...;..;..:;;...._...:.;;..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _' - - - - 1 Chapel lights, the famous
Photo by S:tra h Davies Opening clarinet SOlO, and

Dancers Jamie Cajcwski, Frances Steiner an<l Sarnh Gray rehea rse wit h th e \'Vind Ensemble.

the swirling piano solos swept me
away and landed me right in a 1920s
nightclub.
The arrangement for winds was
admittedly less satisfying than the
full orchestra version, but Mast and
the Wind Ensemble did a fine job
showcasing the group of talented
musicians.
Since I'm already going in
backwards order, the first piece
on the program was Czech composer Robert Kurka's "The Good
Soldier Schweik Suite" (1956). Mast
explained that the music was composed for a show that follows the
foibles of a Czech Don Quixote-like
character. The snare drun1's opening
music magnificently set the scene: a
hopeful soldier mounting his horse,
ready for the adventures awaiting
him. Just like in Mahr's piece, tl1e
rich sounds of the English horn
and bass clarinet lent the music an
Eastern groove.
The Wind Ensemble concert provided many visual and aural delights.
The audience heard a bit of nice
jazz, saw some nice dancing and
gave back a lot of applause.

DVD
Tuesday, May 27

"The Air I Breathe"
"Cassandra's Dream"
"Darfur Now"
"Rambo"
"What Would Jesus Buy?"

Wade Fernandez brings a message to Lawrence
Ben Levine

also draws substantially from jazz ture on the Menomonee Reservation.
and blues traditions. Most notable, Fernandez recalls about nine or 10
however, are the various elements of bands within the reservation that all
This past weekend, the Native American culture that influ- made different types of music.
Multicultural Affairs Committee ence him. The sounds of rituals and
Fernandez would often go
hosted the unique Native American - ceremonies are incorporated into between these various bands and
rock band The Black Wolf Group. his IJ}USiC.
play with them in order to broaden
This critically acclaimed band blends
the musical styles of rock, jazz,
country and blues with traditional
Native American music.
The Black Wolf Group is comprised of four members and is
led by vocalist and guitarist Wade
Fernandez. Fernandez is the creative
force behind the group, writing and
composing all of the songs.
The band lineup consists of percussion, keyboards, guitar, Native
American flutes, and bass guitar.
All of these instrun1ents are used
together to produce the unique
sound of the group.
The Black Wolf Group is not really a band that creates music together, but rather a band that Wade
Fernandez plays with. Fernandez is
an accomplished solo artist who
has won severai awards including
Photo by Mike Ko rcck
"Artist of the Year" from the Native Wade Ferna ndez and The Black Wolf Group performed at the c;offcc Ho use o n Friday, May 16.
American version of the GRAMMY
In addition to the traditional his musical base. And all these eleawards, the NAMMY awards. ·
Fernandez draws on many dif- Native American culture that sur- ments put together help create the
ferent influences for his music. rounded him, life on the reserva- sound of The Black Wolf Group.
Growing up, he listened to a large tion proved to )le highly musically
The band opened their set with
amount of classic rock like The stimulating for Fernandez. Music a five-minute-long jam. .The bass
Beatles and Jimi Hendrix, though he was a large part of daily life and cul- and drums produced a deep, groovefor Tht Lmvrmlia11

driven sound for the flute, keyboard
and guitar to play over. As the jam
continued, the members took turns
playing solos and improvising. This
jam would set the tone for the rest
of the set.
The band then continued with
songs that vocalized many of the
challenges and concerns of the
Native American community. The
song "Commodity Cheese Blues"
illustrated some of the aspects of life
on the · reservation that Fernandez
had experienced first hand.
Some of the songs also had
a more critical tone. The song·
"Discovering America" was described
as "History 102" and was dedicated
to "Mr. Columbus." The song itself
showed Native American frustration
at the ignorance of many Americans
about the discovery and colonization
of America. It was insightful and
shed light on the thoughts behind
many of those who live on reservations today.
The band closed with an acousticbased song about Wade Fernandez's
children. This more personal tone
rounded their Set and related the
broad themes of the group to individual people.
With his final song, Wade
Fernandez drove home his message
to Lawrence students: Find out who
you are. Know your stories and traditions. And be yourself.

Music
Tuesday, May 27

The Futureheads
_,iThis Is Not The World"
Al Green "Lay It Down"

John Hiatt "Same Old Man"
Usher "Here I Stand"
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Andromeda: jam band perfection

Artist Spotlight:
Eli Wallace

by Anna Hainze
If you've ever heard the shouts

of "Yeah duuude!" echoing through
the halls of the Con, then you
probably know Elijah Creighton
Wallace, fabulously talented junior
piano major and main supporter
of this classy battle cry. Though
you might assume, based on this
Photo by Jenna Fitton
sample of his vocabulary, that
yo4 are dealing with a 13-year-old Composition as well as another in
surfer instead of-a 21-year-old jazz Jazz Studies - two rather sizeable
musician, let me assure you that accomplishments for one little
Eli Wallace is packed full of mature guy.
Eli draws a lot of his artissurprises.
Here's a sample. Over the past tic inspiration from a variety of
couple of months, Eli has been different jazz composers and
working closely with Professor musicians, such as Brad Mehldau,
Fred Sturm on an original composi- Robert Glasper, flerbie Hancock
tion arranged for large jazz ensem- and McCoy Tyner, just to name
ble and just last Friday this piece a few. "I always want to be pushwas premiered by the Lawrence ing my music forward and finding
University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE) new things to do in improvisato great acclaim. Said LUJE mem- tion and composition; I don't like
ber sophomore Georgi Petrov, "I being stuck, if I do something too
absolutely loved this piece-I was much I'll try to find a way around
really impressed by how he, a it....any musician who pushes the
relatively inexperienced jazz com- envelope and moves me deeply is
poser, incorporated so many ele- . an inspiration," said Eli.
And the future? Though Eli
ments of modem jazz so successfully into this piece." For his refused to comment on this front,
extensive involvement in the jazz ex-roommate and musical cohort
department, our hero has just Gabriel Davila let me know that Eli
recently been awarded both the will "probably go to grad school,
Pi Kappa Lambda Award in Jazz but he'll still be lame." Yeah dude.

Jazz Singers go to Oshkosh
Correctional Institution
Marvanna Avery-Cash
for The Lawrenlian

Sunday May 11 the Lawrence
Jazz Singers traveled to the Oshkosh
Correctional Institute to perform
an afternoon of jazz concerts. The
event was organized by Patrice
Michaels professor of voice and the
Jazz Singers' coach. In addition to
the jazz singers, there were also a
few students contributing to the
performance from Patrice Michaels'
vocal studio.
According to sophomore ensemble member Sarah Robinson, after
the singers made it through extensive security, they were on their way
to set up for the performance by
11:30am. The singers performed to
the male prisoner audience in a gym
that was set up with risers. Among
their many memorable selections,
one of the hits included "Frim Fram
Sauce" by Diana Krall.
Robinson, who had never been to
a prison before, humbly reflected on
some important and ultimately positive feelings that she took from this
experience. Robinson said that the
group of singers collectively gained
"different perspectives" of the individuals within this penitentiary. The
male inmates are "good people with
personality," said Robinson.
During the singers' time there,
they were able to interact with their

audience and apparently the prison. ers really appreciated this. During
one of the performances, Robinson
enjoyed a humorous incident when
the microphone was not completely
turned on. After being unable to
hear the singers for a moment or so
one of the inmates shouted joyously
"Turn the microphone up."
. Overall, the jazz singers received
a lot of positive feedback from this
experience, made clear by the standin_.g ovations they received after each
snow. Even though not all of the
ensemble members were able to
attend the performance, they later
talked with each other as a group
about the experience as a whole.
Robinson shared that she felt
this experience was fun for all
involved. She stressed that she, as
well as other members of the group,
did not feel intimidated at all while
in the prison.
In the end, the event was a success both because the group enjoyed
an afternoon of meeting and interacting with people they would not
have otherwise met, and the prisoners seemed very affecte{i by the
uplifting performance. Indeed, the
inmates' standing ovations after
each performance reflect not only on
the talent and effort of the Lawrence
students, but also on the appreciation and happiness of the audience.

The band's sound has changed
somewhat since the earliest incarnation of the group. Where before the
I caught up with senior Sara musie was dark and repetitive, it is
Wexler, drummer of Andromeda, in now upbeat and cheerful. Wexler
the bowels of the Wriston Art Center draws on diverse sources for her
late on a Tuesday evening. While she playing, including afro-Cuban beats
cleaned up the debris of her visual and odd time signatures. Among
art endeavors, I leveled some ques- the band's influences are Magwai,
tions about Andromeda's history Radiohead, Smashing Pumpkins, the
and recent work.
Red Hot Chili Peppers, Jimi Hendrix
Wexler founded Andromeda at and Led Zeppelin.
·
the very end of her sophomore year
Wexler didn't ascribe any grand
with lead guitarist Ted Johnson, also plan or abstruse meaning to the
a sophomore at the time. The music band's efforts. ~e band appears
they ·made was somber and emo- to be defined by a loose, natural
tional, fraught with meaning and approach to their music. "We're kind
Wagnerian drama.
of a jam band," Wexler said, "which I
"We liked to call it altemamo- think is the purest form of music."
pe" Wexler remarked lightheartedly
Casual attitude toward composiupon their early music efforts. "We tion aside, they would still like be
. took ourselves very seriously."
taken seriously; Wexler describes it
Since that time, Andromeda as "exploring their musical connechas acquired the talented Mr. Art tion."
Shipley on bass guitar and Carolyn
"Part of the point of our music
Armstrong on vocals. Despite the is that it's live," Wexler said.
addition of a singer, the instrumen- Andromeda is curiously without a
talists in the band don't take a back Myspace page or readily available
seat to the vocal line; much of the recordings. With talk of connection
music is instrumental as it was in the · and improvisation, the _group seems
original formation of the group.
to have an old-timey jam band senNathan Lane

Staff Writer

sibility about performing. However,
there is a recording forthcoming,
sometime in the next few weeks,
provided it gets seen to. I had a feeling that this is one of those things
that will get done only if the band
didn't have much else to do.
That said, don't mistake their
laid-back approach for indifference.
Wexler said that they're "all perfectionists," and that they spend a
lot of time refining their material.
Concerts do come from a set list,
though they always make room for
one totally improvisatory jam.
The band rehearses every
Tuesday in the Underground
Coffeehouse and tries to perform
every week, so you're quite likely
to hear them at some point. They
play at a variety of on-campus gigs,
things like Shack-a-thon and the ALS
benefit. Their next gig is this Sunday
at South-East side days, the outdoor
event put on by Trever and Sage.
When asked if there would be any
gigs beforehand Wexler, typically
low-key, said that they might put
on an outdoor show before that at
some point, but there's really no way
to know.

Hip Hop: Who's Pimpin' Who?
symbol of manhood. Kevin Powell,
a hip-hop historian, claims that this
need to create a violent image of
The Office of Multicultural self was originally a response to sysAffairs hosted "Hip Hop: Who's tematic violence and has grown and
Pimpin' Who?" on Tuesday, May 20. been marketed since then.
The event included both a screenMos Def, who was interviewed
ing of the documentary "Hip Hop: in the film, put it succinctly when
Beyond Beats and Rhymes" and a he said, "Every man wants respect
discussion, led by veteran filmmaker and being t~mgh's how you get it."
Rubin Whitmore II.
However, the filmmaker stresses the
The film begins with its creator, · importance of not simply accepting
Byron Hurt, telling the story of how this frame of mind. As he puts it,
his project began. Hurt talks about "We have to challenge the notion
how he loves hip-hop, but several that it's OK for black men to die
years ago he was hired to lecture at early."
schools about masculinity and abuse.
Hurt then turns to sexism in
The more aware he became the more hip-hop culture, stressing that the
he was tom about hip-hop.
negative portrayal of women in hip
Hurt includes lots of big names hop lyrics and videos is not terribly
in hip-hop and a wide range of per- different from that of 19th century
spectives in his documentary, but slave owners.
the most stunning interviews are
Said Hurt, "It's amazing how
those with young unknown artists, desensitized we've become to the
trying to be heard.
sexism and misogyny in hip-hop
Hurt shows group after group culture."
who only rhyme about gun-play, .
However, the filmmaker also
being tough, and the feminization points out that in this regard hipof other men and says it is "true of hop culture is not separate from the
almost every young man I ask to spit rest of American popular culture for me."
he claims that women are portrayed
The first issue that the film this way all over the media.
addresses is the violent man as a
Grace Chistianson

Ans and Entertainment Editor

The last part of the film, as well
as the discussion afterward, stressed
the corporate aspect of hip-hop culture.
Said one young man in the video,
"They don't give us deals when we
spit about righteous things - and
we're gonna do what we can to get
there."
Another interviewee talked
about how there used to be diversity
and how "There used to be different
camps you could choose from. You
had A Tribe Called Quest and if you
didn't like them you had Quannum
and if not Quannum you had LL
Cool J. But the media doesn't want
to see that ... they don't want 'SelfDestruction' anymore."
Perhaps the most enlightening
description of this chain of events
came from Whitmore after the viewing when he said, "Your goal, fundamentally, as an artist, is to make
great art. But you'd like to make
money too ... so you put out what's
already been put out so you can
continue to eat. It sounds like you're
doing it for money - you're not
.really - but if 50 Cent will sell, are
you really going to be the one to take
a chance on Immortal Technique?".

Neustadter inspires young musicians
Amelia Perron
Staff Writer

Garth Neustadter, in his solo
performances Tuesday, May 20 with
the Madison Symphony Orchestra,
was charged with perhaps one of the
most meaningful tasks for a musician: inspiring young musicians.
The MSO, conducted for this
event by Lawrence Professor David
Becker offered two "Symphony Soup"
Youth concerts for local fourth-graders that feature orchestral excerpts
that the young audience has learned
about in school over the course
of the year. Neustadter performed
solos on violin, alto sax and voice,
and showed a brief film with original
score, not only to demonstrate all
the possibilities available in classical
music, but also to show that those

possibilities are available to young
· musicians.
"The idea is to expose kids to a
lot of short excerpts from the classical repertoire," explained Neustadter.
"This might be their first chance to
hear a symphony performed live."
The orchestra will play parts of
such famous works as the "William
Tell Overture," the "Finale" -from
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, Bizet's
Carmen, and Vivaldi's Four Seasons.
"It's music that a lot of kids can
appreciate," remarked Neustadter.
No one expected a concert hall
full of 9-year-olds to acclimate naturally the symphony culture, and
orchestra members have been working all year to teach them about
the music they are hearing live this
week. "They've been working with
the kids beforehand, looking at dif-

ferent composers and pieces, so they
understand a little of what they're
hearing, and also about concert etiquette," said Neustadter.
Neutstadter, a junior violin
and voice performance major who·
already has an illustrious performing career at Lawrence, was invited
by Becker to perform a thorough
sample of instruments. "Garth will
be an outstanding inspiration for
these young students attending the
MSO concert," said Becker·, "and he
will be a distinguished ambassador
for Lawrence University."
He sang Rossini's baritone aria,
"Largo al Factotmn" from The Barber
of Seville. He played Gershwin's
"Summertime" from Porgy and Bess
on alto saxophone. Also, the MSO
See Neustadter on page 12
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Ramble on the Roof

Torrin Thatcher
Columnist

While listening to my iPod this
weekend and dreaming of Ryan
Braun bringing home a pennant,
images of Bernie Brewer and mugs
of beer came to my noggin. The
reason was George Harrison's "Got
My Mind Set On You." Please allow
me to explain to you my reasoning for the images of our lovable
mascot and our more lovable beverage.
Toe last number one single of
any Beatie in the United States is a
catchy little tune, and it displays
exactly what Doug Melvin will
have to do if he wants some players to stick around his ballpark: "I
got my mind set on you / but it's
gonna take money / a whole lotta
spending money / It:.S gonna take
plenty of money to do it right,
child" is what some players are
currently thinking.
Prince Fielder said in spring
training, "My time is going to
come. It's going to come quick,
too," and that pretty much means
that the pocketbooks· will need to
open up if Prince is go_ing to stay in
Mflwaidcee. It's been reported that
a contract offer has been made to
Prince, but fans aren't sure if he'll
sign because of the big chunk of
change that Ryan Howard won
in arbitration earlier this year.
Prince is making $670,000 is his
third season, and Howard is up
to $10 million after winning the
MVP in his second full season in
2006. Fielder cle<ll'lY feels that he
is owed more money because of
the monster year he had last year
becoming the youngest player in
MLB history to hit 50 bombs.
Corey Hart is our 26 yearold right fielder who consistently
bats around .300. This year he is1
making the most of any season at
$440,000 for a one-year contract.
Toe Brewers likely signed him to
this year long deal to see how he'd
improve after his first full season

in the club, and he has responded
well. His power numbers are down
a bit, but he's still over .300, has
three outfield assists, and is in
the NL top ten for steals. Melvin
is going.
Corey is a player who is a
· "must" re-sign for the Brewers
because of his ability to play anywhere in the outfield - or even
at first base - and his speed on
the bases.
Ben Sheets is in the last year
of his four-year contract, making
$12.125 million dollars, and is
looking like possible trade bait.
I personally love Sheets, but he
hasn't made more than 25 starts ·
since 2004 when he finished in
the top ten in Cy Young voting. He
needs to fix his blisters, his back,
his ears, his shoulder and just
take the ball every fifth game. I
would like to see Big Ben continue
in a Brewers uniform, but if Ben or
the team officials don't think it's
going to happen, he's probably on
his way out.
By not re-signing Sheets, we'd
open up money for our other righthander, Yovani Gallardo. He's a
22-year-old with good stuff. 1n 17
career starts after being called up
mid-season in 2007, he went 9-5
with a 3.67 ERA. He could have
compiled more numbers, but he ·
was bumped to the bullpen in the
latter part of the year to conserve
his young arm. This year, Gallardo
tweaked his left knee, requiring
surgery and rehab before making
his season debut. 1n three nondecisions this season, he had a
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Track finishes season led by
Kramer, Pierquet, Gesithardt
Kramer, also a member of the
women's basketball team, broke the
hammer throw record that she had
Last weekend, individuals from set earlier in the season. She threw a
the Lawrence Track and Field team distance of 117.95 feet and posting a
traveled to Naperville, Ill. to compete 17th place finish on the day.
in the Last Chance Meet at North
Pierquet threw the shot put,
Central College. This meet provided discus and hammer and finished
· the final opportunity for individuals impressively in all three. He threw
to qualify for the NCAA Division m the shot put a distance of 41.99
Championships at UW-Oshkosh this feet, finishing in 16th place overall.
weekend.
Pierquet placed 22nd with a discus
Though no one qualified to com- throw of 118.44 feet. Most notable
pete this weekend, seniors Steph was his season best toss in the hamKramer, Mike Pierquet and Russell mer throw with a distance of 141.67
Geisthardt had season bests in each feet, good for an·11th place finish.
of their main events.
Geisthardt ran his season best
Matt Hoh

Staff Writer

in the 400 meter dash, finishing in
a time of 51.71 seconds. Geisthardt
beat his previous best time of 52.08
seconds by 0.3 7 seconds. He posted
a 21st place finish.
Also impressive was sophomore
Madeline Steininger who placed in
both the high jump and the long
jump. For a 9th place tie, Steininger
jumped 4.95 feet in the high jump.
1n the long jump, she jumped 15.45
feet for a 14th place finish.
Congratulations to the Track
and Field team for an outstanding
season!

SAAC Special Olympics

1.80 ERA.

. .Toe ,reason he's only mac!e
three starts? While at Wrigley
Field, he tore his ACL on his other
knee in an unusual play at first ·
base and had surgery on May 14.
Let's hope he's back by September
to help tlie Brewers win the NL
Central!
As of Monday, the Brewers
were in last place in the division
with a record of 20-24 with fivegame and six-game losing streaks
the last few weeks. Brewer fans
are obviously hoping they turn
it around, but some guys on the
team are playing like they've been
listening to the Beatles' Nowhere
Man a little too much.
The only bright spot -from
watching the last week of Brewers
baseball is the Ryan Braun deal
and Braun killing the ball: eight
homers in seven days ... not too
shabby.

This past Saturday, Lawrence University Varsity athletes helped to host the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee's (SAAC) annual Special Olympics. Members from each sports team gathered to help instruct Special Olympiads in various sports, such as softball, track, and soccer.
Special Olympiads ranged in age from young children to adults. Even the Lawrence Pep Band
was there to support the cause! SAAC member Evan Neuens commented, "It is always a very
fulfilling experience to share our love for our sports with these athletes."
Above: Junior hockey player Mike Ackley gives the hardworking Olympiads a chance at the
pizza first.
Bottom: The Lawrence Pep Band also came to Alexander Gym to play for the cause.
Bottom left Sophomore runner Mike McCain and an Olympiad share some time together.
_
Photos by Joy Manweiler
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Athletes of the Week
by Ashlee Thatcher

Ben Webster '08

Russell Geisthardt '08

Baseball

Cross Country and Track and Field
1. What is your favorite memory with your team while running for LU?
My favorite memory was
the senior send-off that the
Cross Country team had before
Conference this year. It really
helped me reflect back on my
years of running and appreciate
all of my teammates.

1. What has been your favorite

part about being a senior on the
baseball team?
My favorite part of being ,a
senior on the baseball team was
being able to be a captain with
the rest of the seniors and being
expected to perform well at every
at bat.

2. What has been your biggest
accomplishment in LU athletics?
My biggest accomplishment
has been continuing to improve
over the course of my career,
as well as trying out some new
things such as hurdling.

2. What is the funniest memory

you have from your time here
playing baseball?
The baseball team is full of a
bunch of funny guys and there is
a lot of crazy_ stuff that goes on.
When Fritsch thought he struck
out and then hit a towering bomb,
that was pretty funny. All of my
friends in the outfield were hilarious too - Sacks, TJ. Wes, Rash,
Matt Frelich, and Red.

· 3. If you could be the fastest at

3. If YOU Could bit anything with
Photo by Katie Nadel
your bat, what would it be and
why?
Well I'd love to hit a baseball in game 7 of the World Series. But, after that, I would have to
say a Honda Element because they are ugly. Or maybe a piflata filled with gold.

any one race, what would it be
and why?
The 400m is my race. It's
what I'm best at and what I
Photo by Joy Manweiler
love doing. I was going after the
school record this year, but didn't
quite makeH. That was a little disappointing, but I enjoyed the challenge.

4. What are your plans for after graduation?
After graduation, I plan to travel for a little while then work in Chicago.

4. Do you have any athletes that you admire?
I really admire all of the people that I've run with over the last four years. I get to see
all of the hard work that they put in every day, celebrate with them when races go well, and
commiserate with them when they don't go so well.

5. What do you want to be remembered for contributing to the LU baseball program? /
Well for being first in triples and second in RBIs. But it's not only about the stats. Just having
laughs with the guys and being with great teammates.

5. What are your plans after you graduate?
I'm going to be working in Appleton and hopefully staying involved with the teams on
some level.

I

Cat Marinac '08
Cross Country and Softball
I. What is your greatest accomplishment as an athlete at LU?
I suppose one of my greatest accomplishments as an athlete here has been finding a comfortable
balance between academics and athletics. I never really felt like I had to sacrifice one for the other, and
doing both helped me put each one in perspective.

2. What has been your biggest challenge in LU athletics?
My biggest challenge was recovering from an injury this fall. I tore my MCL at the end ofthe summer
playing soccer and decided it would be really fun to run Cross Country. It was pretty grueling at first,
but I really enjoyed it and ended up doing pretty well.

,.

3. What are your plans for after graduation?
Well, I'm moving home for the summer to study for the MCAT, which I will take in August. ~en
. I'm moving to Incline Village, NV in early September where I will be vol~teenng
a year with
AmeriCorps. I will spend the year at a women's shelter serving as a mentor m the childcare program
and becoming trained as an abuse prevention counselor. I'm really excited!

!or

4. If you could play any position flawlessly, what would it be and why?
.
I wish I were a power hitter! I can only imagine how satisfying it would feel to hit a home run.
5. If you could excel at any sport, what would it be and why?
.
.
I wish I were abetter golfer. My whole family is good except for me - I have a temble habit of pulling the ball!
Photo by Katie Nadel ·

True or False

What's true in sports?

1. A bowling pin needs to tilt 12.8 degrees to fall over.
.
2. It takes 3,000 cows to supply the NFL with enough leather for a year's

supply of footballs.
3. Golf balls can reach speeds up to 80mph when hit well.
4. There are three golf balls sitting on the moon. ·
5. A standard baseball has 78.5 stitches on the seam.

by Matt Hoh

•
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1. "The Middle," Jimmy Eat World

I have seen this band a few times
in different states and different
counties. I was fortunate enough to
meet them in Dublin ... amazing. This
song has stuck with me ever since
it was released. Its the theme to my
life "little girl, you're in the middle
of the ride. Everything, everything
will be just fine. Everything, every·
thing will be alright."
2. "Let It Be," The Beatles

I grew up listening to the Beatles.
Love them, love the music, love the
lyrics. This is the song that I remember the most from my childhood.
Also, Ringo Starr was on the PBS
show - Shining Time Station circa
1989-1990. Totally Random.
3. "Cecilia," Simon and Garfunkel

A song from my younger days.
Somewhat inappropriate lyrics, but
dearly my parents didn't care. My
family loves Simon and Garfunkel
and along with the Beatles they were
a staple in my household. I have
been told by many times that I was
born in the wrong era.
4. "l·N·D·E·P·E·N·D·E·N·T," Webbie

"She got her own house, she
got her own car." Story of my life ...
well soon to be life. I have a car and
I soon will have a cardboard box.
House · to follow there after. I love
being independent. Unless someone
has a pool house I can live in ... for
free.
5. "Don't Stop Believin'," Journey

This goes out to all of my non·
winning sports teams. You know
who you are. *Cough* Twins *cough*,

Plus there is nothing like belting this
song out at the top of your lungs at
the most inappropriate times.
6. "See You Again," Miley Cyrus

Good tune, good beat, good to
run to, and although I am kind of
getting sick of it, I still sing along to
it when it comes on.

8. "Llke A Boy," Ciara

This is another one of my favor·
ite running songs. It's pretty empowering. This song has some of my
favorite lyrics, "If I had a thing on
the side that made you cry, would
the rules change up or would they
still apply? If I played you like a
toy? Sometimes I wish I could act
like a boy."

7. "Satellite," Dave Matthews Band

Love this song. I love DMB and I
was able to see them in London last
year. Amazing. I suppose I could
list about 100 more of my fav DMB
songs ... nah. You get the picture.

Bak ery
continued from page 3
for different goods, from cake flour
to whole-wheat flour. Sugar is usu·
ally listed second on all the sweeter
baked goods. Humpty Dumpty sup·
plies the butter and eggs, which are
so fresh that the eggs are actually
cracked on site. Recently, the price
of flour has gone up from seven
dollars a bag to twenty one dollars
a bag. This crisis is very disconcert·
ing for family-owned businesses
like Manderfield's.
One fourth of Manderfield's
business can be summed up in two
delightful breakfast treats: donuts
and Danish. In fact, Lawrence
University orders fifteen dozen
donuts from Manderfield's every
Saturday. Mysteriously, neither
Doug nor I could figure out where
these donuts end up. The bakery
supplies goods for a variety of area
businesses including Tom's DriveIn, Fox Valley Tech, Black & Tan and

9. "Fear," Paddy Casey

Paddy Casey is an Irish singer/
songwriter from Dublin. My Irish
roommates introduced me to his
music when I was living there. This
song is so well written, it really
Cinder's, which has partnered with
Manderfield's "since the beginning
of time."
Manderfield's customers are
varied. Some are extremely loyal and
have followed the family with each
change in location, while others
have recently discovered the bak·
ery. Doug Manderfield has noticed a
pattemof generational preferences.
While younger generations prefer
vibrantly colored cookies and sug·
ary donuts, the older generation
comes to Manderfield's in search of
more traditional items such as hard
crusted buns and date-filled cookies. While Doug Manderfield tries
everything the bakery produces,
the chocolate chunk cookies are his
favorite item.
The most popular breads are
Jarvais' artesian breads, while the
top selling desserts are the iced
cookies. Manderfield's baked goods
come and go with each new holiday season. For Christmastime,
the cases are filled with fruitcakes,
butter cookies, and novelty cakes.

~================-----------,·

speaks to how people are feeling
about the world: all of their hopes
and fears. It's like an up beat lullaby
with heartfelt lyrics.
10. "Polaris," Jimmy Eat World

Again, my favorite band. I had
to put two songs on here. Like DMB
I could list about 100+ songs, but
really, you still get the picture. Plus I
have a crush on the lead singer. Even
if he is married and has kids. He
used to have a house by my apart·
ment in AZ and would frequent the
Cold Stone in the area. Needless to
say I should have stalked him.
For Halloween, spider and pumpkip.
shaped desserts appear beneath
the glass.
My roommate and have tried
seven types of pie, oatmeal and
holiday cookies, sliced breads,
specialty breads, bagel chips, and
desserts. Our favorite item contin·
ues to be Manderfield's pudding
cakes. Pudding cakes are available
in single serving size pieces to
an entire cake, which is priced at
only $4.95. One of our favorite
aspects of Manderfield's continues
to be the low prices for such high
quality goods. When I last visited
Manderfield's for the interview,
Doug Manderfield insisted that I be
sent hoine with some treats. Instead
of a cookie or two, I left with an
entire loaf of artesian bread, three
brownies and a tie-dyed smiley face
cookie.
Whether you want to celebrate
the end of winter, provide des·
serts for a senior recital, or feel
like part of a German family, make
your way to Manderfield's Home
-Bakery. My advice is to hop in the
Manderfielq's delivery truck that
comes to Lawrence bearing donuts
each Saturday and let it take you to
a world of freshly baked bliss.

Neustadter
continued from page 9
played his original soundtrack to
a brief silent film; and he will
play Sarasate's "Ziguenerweisen"
on violin.
While it may be easy to be
awestruck, be assured that all
these choices are for a good cause.
"We're interested in promoting to
kids what they can aspire to, what
their different options are," said
Neustadter. "Since they're about
to start fifth grade, when they pick
instruments, it's useful for the
kids to hear all these instruments,
and a sample of singing."
With the inclusion of saxophone, the students were "exposed
to a little jazz saxophone and
improvisation." Seeing the orchestra play a film soundtrack, the
kids can "see how sound is produced, and how the music corresponds to what's on the screen,"
Neustadter explained.
Neustadter was "really excited" to play with the MSO. "It's an
amazing opportunity," he said,
although he admited to being a
little nervous about working with
the professionals. However, his
main goal isn't to impress jaded
professionals, but rather to excite
and inspire young children. "I want
to play as well as I can, of course,
but the purpose is different."
"These are kids who plan to
be professional basketball players
when they grow up. They believe
they can do anything." And hopefully that will involve music.
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